
5. FPGA based Controller

4. Research Progress

Compact Linearized EO Modulator: We are investigating
compact SOI-photonic modulators, including the self-calibrating
ring-assisted Mach-Zehnder modulator (RAMZI) as shown in
Figure 6. Here, compact ring modulators (~30µm radius) in a
differential drive structure eliminate the need for a traveling-wave
type CMOS driver for the modulator [5], resulting in a simple
lumped capacitance interface. Depletion-mode pn-junction based
phase shifters are used in the ring modulator to realize >50 GHz
electro-optic bandwidth. Compact modeling based simulations
exhibit 10dB higher IIP3 and 105 dB SFDR.
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1. Introduction

The need for growing wireless capacity will
utilize more spectrum in the centimeter wave
(cmWave, 6 to 30 GHz) and millimeter wave
(mmWave, 30-100 GHz) range, and deploy
small cells and heterogeneous networks to
provide a Terabit/s/km2 capacity by 2030 [1].
As a result, flexible cmWave and mmWave
front-ends with massive MIMO beamforming,
that can seamlessly operate over a large range of
spectrum become indispensable. Further, the
high data rates transmitted over these links
necessitate investigation of architectures that
transcend the data capacity limitations of
traditional electronic integrated circuits (ICs)
and copper-based links.

Technology development leveraging RF
photonics has thus far largely focused on
isolated implementation of optical modulators
and detectors [2]. Exploitation of silicon-based
integrated optoelectronics can alleviate
challenges with signal processing and
distribution of mmWave waveforms, e.g. using
Radio-over-Fiber links. These potential
opportunities motivate system designers to
investigate linearized electrooptic modulators
that can convert RF/mmWave signals into
optical domain with high dynamic range and
SFDR. Breakthrough in this area will lead to
transformative system-level functionality and
reconfigurability over multi-GHz range in the
last 50 feet of wireless, and potentially eliminate
copper-based links in the front- and back-haul
networks.

3. Research Challenges

Linear EO Modulator: A highly linear electrical-to-optical (EO) modulator is necessary to
convert RF/mmWave signals into optical domain with low noise-figure and low-distortion over a
large bandwidth. SOI-based Mach Zehnder modulators (MZMs) exhibit bandwidth in excess of 50
GHz but have non-linear transfer characteristics, and large (>1 mm) chip footprint [2, 3].

Active Modulator Linearization: Several MZI linearization have appeared, one using a (Bi-)
CMOS pre-distortion circuit. However, they incur noise (higher NF) and power consumption, limit
bandwidth, and still require traveling-wave driver due to long modulator arm lengths.

Ring Modulators: Ring modulators leverage resonant response of the a ring coupled to a
waveguide bus. Optical modulation is achieved by electrically shifting the resonant wavelength
(frequency) [4]. Limitations include nonlinearity due to the ring dynamics and single-ended drive.

7. Conclusion and Broader Impact
Linearized mmWave photonic modulators with >100 dB SFDR will
novel hybrid CMOS photonic system concepts; critical
breakthrough required for making the next leap in broadband
wireless communication to satisfy the ever growing demand for
data capacity. Low cost and small form-factor mmWave photonic
transceivers developed using the proposed approach can
potentially transform the U.S. wireless and semiconductor industry
by enabling multi-beam and multi-Gbps data rates.
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2. Linearized CMOS Photonics Modulators

Figure 2. Envisioned RF/mmWave-photonic transceiver architecture.
Figure 3. Micrograph of a fabricated 130-nm SOI photonic chip with 

Mach Zehnder and Ring modulators, filter banks, and detectors.

Figure 6. Ring-assisted Mach-Zehnder (RAMZI) 

EO modulator with adaptive calibration.

Figure 7. Optical transmission response 

showing a linearized RAMZI modulator.
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Figure 8. Linearized RAMZI modulator 3rd order 

intercept (IP3). 10 dB higher IIP3 than MZM.

Figure 9. RAMZI SFDR is >105dB for -

30dBm@10 GHz input; MZM had 75dB SFDR.

SFDR=75dB

Figure 4. (left) SOI-based Mach Zehnder Modulator, (center) Phase and transmission response, (right) 3rd order intercept (IP3).

Figure 5. (a) SOI-based Ring Modulator, (b) micrograph of a dual ring structure, (c) Ring Static tuning curves, (d) Transmission response.
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Figure 1: Cross-section illustration of SOI photonic fabrication 

technology available through IME [3].
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